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ASUNM Lobby Committee
determines priorities for'82-83
A $3 million to $5 million workstudy proposal and an extension of
the six-week course-drop deadline
will be sonie of the priorities of the
ASUNM Lobby Committee this
year, said Mark Duran, ASUNM
Lobby Committee chairman.
Along with urging the UNM
administration to extend the sixweek course-drop period to eight or
ten weeks, the committee will also
be asking that the grading policy for
-a repeated class be reverted to the old
"non-averaging" system in which
the grade for the repeated class
would be the only one shown on the
student's transcript.
Duran, who is also the chief lobbyist for Associated Students of
New Mexico (ASNM), said the
committee will also discuss its
efforts on various state legislative
bodies to enact favorable legislation
on four major financial issues which
concern UNM and other state universities.
One of these issues is continued
state funding of the work-study
program.

Other legislative drives will be to advantage in getting legislation
prevent an increase in tuition, and to passed.
The lobby committee will also be
obtain a voting student member on
using
$2,000 of its funds to hire a
the Board of Educational Finance
professional legislative consultant,
(BEF), he said.
Presently, there are two non- he said.
voting members on the board who
''Tom Horan is a certified lobare appointed by the govemor. The byist and a graduate of UNM and he
members are chosen from different wants to help," Duran said. "He is
state universities on a rotational our professional coimection to Sante
basis every year. ASUNM President Fe."
Michael Gallegos is on the board
Other efforts by the committee
this year.
this year will be to get a good rapport
"We have an arena to be heard, started with city government by set~
but no vehicle to be helped,'' Duran ting up a lobby-committee liaison
said. "Once we have a vote, we will with the Mayor's Office, the City
have a tool 1':
Council and the Chamber of ComHe said although BEF has been merce,
responsive to student financial
needs, there may be a problem getHe said the student lobby committing the state legislature's approval. tee is essential in providing students
Duran said the committee w1II with political clout.
also be urging New Mexico's con"Basically students don't vote,
gressional delegation to push for a and when they do it's not in blocks,''
stop to financial-aid cuts.
he said. "I'd love to change it.
Duran, 23; has worked on several When we have victories, we will let
state political campaigns and said he students know we can get things
knows many politicos in Sante Fe done. Maybe then they will sec that
which he believes is an important their vote counts."

Hispanic heritage
Robert Sanchez

cele~?rated

Friday. The event will take place on
..
the Civic Plaza Saturday.
Albuquerque will have its first . ,. ~The
is scheduled to coincide
city-wide Hispanic Heritage with Mexican Independence Daycelebration ":ed~esd~y thr<;mgh Sept. 16. In September, 1968, ~he
Saturday, to comcide with Nattonal u.s. Congress passed a resolution
Hispanic Heritage Week.
which authorizes the president to
'• Every group has contributed annually proclaim the week that insignificantly to what the United cludes Sept. 16 as the National HisStates is today. Chicanos are one panic Heritage Week.
Music (including mariachis),
group that has contributed signifidances
and theatre. groups are the
cantly," said Ray Burrola, Chicano
Studies' lecturer and treasurer of the scheduled entertainment during the
Alburquerque (original spelling of week. Several lectures are also schethe city) I;Jispano Heritage Week duled.
The lectures include: Fred MonCommittee.
dragon, under the superintendent of
"We are attempting to share the Albuquerque PubJic Schools, will
Chicano experience and culture with speak on bilingual education and the
other groups. We want to s~~~ wi!h right td free education for unthe public on a ~ass bas1s, sa1d documented children at noon WedSteveBecerra,chlUrmanofthecom- nesday; Chris Garcia, dean of the
mittee.
College of Arts and Sciences at
Gold Avenue will be closed off UNM, will speak on voting rights I
between Fifth and Sixth Streets for p.m. Saturday; David Lujan, with
the celebration Wednesday, ~rough __ the New Mexico Legal Services

week

Program, will speak on land grants
~atl!,rday;_ Sam .Baca, dep\lt.Y.--. .
.
•.
.•
;- • • Joe Cevarett&
chiefofAPD;w1JispeakontheAPD INSTALLATIONS taking pl11ce at the St11te Fatr mclude the
and its community relationshi~s to M11xwe/l Museum traveling exhibit. Vince Yannie, curator of
the ~~icano at 11:45 a.m. Fnd~y; exhibits measures the fit at the Agricultural Building.
Patncia Barela R1vera, execut1ve
~
director of the National League of
United Latin American Citizens,
will speak on "La Chicana" at 2
p.m. Saturday; Miguel Amaro of the
Chicano Police Officers' Association, will speak on the general history of independence in Mexico at
11:45 a.m. Thursday, and Ray Burcia's signature, the proposals will go
rola will speak on the significance of Robert Sanchez
to the Faculty Curriculum CommitMexican independence to the ChicaThe faculty of the College of Arts tee, then to the provost's office and
no experience on this side of the
and Sciences voted yesterday to finally to the faculty senate.
border at 11:45 a.m. Thursday.
accept two new dual degree progIn other action, the faculty of the
"We want to encourage greater interests in the history of the Chicano rams and revise a bachelor's degree college voted to revise the bachelor's degree for Latin American Stuin the Southwest," Becerra said. in Latin American Studies.
dies.
"We want to maintain our culture
A dual degree program is a coopand our language as Mexicans, not
eration between two colleges for a
ir. a political sense, but in a cultural
specific program. Instead of taking
sense.
all the electives for two degrees,
The week has a lot of significan- electives are manipulated to allow a
ce . . . a lot of substance," Becerra student to graduate with a dual deadded.
gree with less hours, said Jon Tolman, associate director for academic
programs at the Latin American Institute. -

' at.J).OQI)

Faculty approves
new dual degrees

Recourse for
student problems

UNM student~ have the right to
appeal cases to the Student Standards and Grievances Committee if
they feel they have been unjustly
treated by a member of the faculty or
staff.
Students must first take complaints to the Dean of Students
Office in Mesa Vista Hall. Dean of
Students Karen Glaser said officials
will talk to students to advise them
what to do next.
The Student Standards and Grievances Committee has a membership pool of 18 students and 18
faculty. When a case comes up, the
committee will draw by lottery two
faculty members and two students to
serve on the case. These four committee members will then choose a
fifth member and hear the case.
If the student loses the case, he
THE GlfEEK VOTE Is Democratic congressional candidate Jan
has
the right to appeal the case to the'
Hartke's objective last night when he spoke at several campus
University president.

sororities.

The first dual degree program
accepted was for a Master of Community and Regional Planning
(MCRP) and Master of Arts in Latin
American Studies (MALAS).
The second program accepted
was for a Master of Science in Nurs•
ing (MSN) and a MALAS.
Both degrees must first meet entrance requirements for the respective
colleges before a student is allowed
to enter the program. The programs
require a bachelor's degree in either
the College of Nursing or the School
of Architecture, respectively. Neither program would change basic requirements or training.
Both degrees were accepted with
little discussion.
The next step for the dual degree
programs will be to go to the dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
Chris Garcia, for his signature.
Garcia has already stated his support for the programs. Upon Gar-

JON TOLMAN
Tolman said some of the required
classes have either changed or are
infrequently offered so the list of
required classes must be changed. In
addition, he said the revision calls to
replace allowing a student to choose
Jny elective with a Latin American
content for electives coming from an
approved Jist.
Richard Metzler, associate dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences,
said all faculty vote before any rna~
jor changes take place within the
college.
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Wire Report
Israeli planes
resume assault
BEIRUT, l,ebanon "- Waves of
Israeli warplanes pounded Palestinian and Syrian targets in Lebanon
Monday and struck within three
miles of the Syrian border in the
heaviest bombardment since Israel's
assault agaiost west Beirut one
month ago.
Israel said the bombing was in
retaliation for 98 violations of a July
23 cease-fire and a clear warning to
Damascus to stop helping Palestinian guerrillas behind Syrian lines.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said the
U.S, was urging "all concerned to
avoid provocations and to exercise
restraint and thereby contribute to
the hopes of the citizens of the region
for progress toward peace."
The Israeli planes struck only two
and one-half miles from the Syrian
border, hitting the town of Masnaa
on the main Beirut-Damascus
highway.
Beirut radio said at le<~st 40 to 50
people died in the Israeli attacks,
which were the heaviest in the Bckaa
since July 22 and the heaviest Israeli
attack anywhere since the Aug. 12
cease-fire ended the bombardment
of west Oeirut.
"The Syrians need to understand
th<tt there is either a cease-fire or
there is fire, and if they choose fire,
they have no chance against the
strength and capabilities of the
Israeli army," a senior Israeli officer on Syrian front was quoted by
Israel radio as saying. .
·

Mexican mayor
will break law
MONTERREY, Mexico - The
rnayor of a small town in northern
Mexico, who said the poverty in his
village makes him "feel like
crying," announced he plans to
cross the Rio Grande illegally to
look for work in the U.S.
"I wish my job were finished to
turn it overto my successor," said
Sebastian Diaz Sanchez, mayor of
Miel y Noriega, a small town outside of Monterrey in the northern
state of Nuevo Leon.
"At times I feel like crying about
being a witness to the misery of my
village where often people can only
put a tortilla with salt in their
mouths. Or at times, to quiet their

by United Press International

hunger, they cat hot chile peppers
bite by bite,'' he told a press conference over the weekend in Monterrey,
Diaz Sanchez announced he
would join thousands of other undocumented workers heading north
to seck employment in the U.S. and
earn dollars as soon as his tmm in
office is up.
He said he planned to try his luck
as a undocumented worker because
no one can stand the povery affecting Micl y Noriega, saying people
there have to leave to find work to
feed their children,
The mayor also said he would request aid for the peasants in his village from Nuevo Leon Governor
Alfonso Martinez Dominquez.
"Only. the affection and confidence that I hold for Don Alfonso
(Martinez Domioqucz) allows me to
bother him, but I know that he will
understand the dramatic situation of
my people," Dia:~; Sanchez said.
The mayor, who was born in the
communal farm of La Cardona and
bas three children, previously ran
Micl y Noriega from 1972 to 1973.

Princess breaks leg
in auto accident
MONTE CARLO, MonacoPrincess Grace of Monaco suffered
a broken thighbone and her daughter
Stephanie suffered bruises Monday
when a vintage car driven by the
former movie idol lost its brakes and
plunged off a twisting mountain
road.
The car rolled down a treecovered hillside and landed near a
concrete wall at the base of the hill.
One report said the vehicle dropped
120 feet.
"They simply could not stop the
car," a palace spokesman said.
"They're very lucky."
Princess Grace, 53, and her 17year old daughter were rushed to a
hospital which bears Grace's name.
Princess Stephanie's injuries were
described as "very light" bruises
and both were reported in good condition.
Princess Grace won the Academy
Award for best actress for her 1954
role in "The Country Gid."
Despite many offers, Princess
Grace has never returned to the
movies.
"Why should she?" Gary Cooper
once said. "She's moved from an
artificial stage to a real one."

National News

Efforts to stop
filibuster fail
WASHINGTON- The Senate,
despite President Reagan's urging,
fell 15 votes short Monday in its
second effort to end a liberal filibuster that has been blocking action on
anti-abortion legislation..
The vote was 45-35, w~h conservative supporters of the legisla"
tion picking up a handful of votes
since last Thursday, when the first
effort to limit the two-week filibuster was defeated 41-47.
Senate Republican leader Howard
Baker, who noted before the vote
that a number of senators had not yet
returned from the Labor Day recess,
called for a third limitation vote this
Wednesday.
But even Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., leader of the anti-abortion
forces, acknowledged he was "not
certain" he would gain the total of
60 votes needed to win on
Wednesday,
Baker also said he would seek to
bring up Tuesday a proposed
"federalism" constitutional amendment by Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
which would allow Congress and the
states to restrict or ban abortion. But
Baker acknowledged it is highly unlikely he will get the unanimous consent required for him to do so.
Reagan had pledged his full effort
to winning passage of anti-abortion
l:!gislation, and urged members in
phone calls and letters last week to
vote to crack the filibuster.
Baker said, however, he will have
to "take another look'' at the situation if the third cloture attempt fails,
saying "we've got to pass a debt
limit bill,"

Insanity plea
may be weakened
WASHINGTON- President
Reagan Monday sent Congress anticrime legislation to limit the insanity
defense, help win more convictions
and keep criminals in prison.
The president proposed dramatic
curbs on the insanity defense used to
acquit John W. Hinckley Jr., who
wounded him in an assassination
attempt last year.
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For the first time this year
we are ·offering an optional
higher benefit plan at
minimal cost to the student.

presents

Professor Herman Dranover

Regular Plan: $95/year
Higher Benefit Plan: $151/year (35 and under)
$220/year (over 35 years)

Wed. Sept. 15 7:30pm at
Chabad Jewish Activities Center
1801 Sigma Chi NE
Everyone Welcome

No Charge

Dependent coverage is available for both plans.
For more information contact:
Keystone Life
Pati Mathews
2625 Pennsylvania NE
884-6827
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see her at the Student Health Center
MWF l-3pm
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THEN IT'S POLO YOU WANT. .. 26 COLORS BY RALPH LAUREN
(J('dn-CUI. ,l('tiVt' '>lyiing in
100% cotton th.Jt '.COr(•<, high
in both comfort ,l!lCl qu.1lity.
All in S,M.LXL, l'arh l2.50
• pumpkin
• aulwrgirw
* .. ai,Jri
* ki r
• ra .. pl){'rry
• purpl<'
* lorP'.t grt>Pn
• <1prk ot
• bright pink
• rPd
• khaki
• nMilt'
• bright yt•llow ' bi.Jck
• bright n,wy
* grt•y
• blut• .,J.:r!P
• pak• pink
• du>ly grape
• sp.:r gre(•n
* olive grPPn
* whitt•
* turquoi<,e
• baby bluP

ALAMOGORDO - Ten Gemini
astronauts wili be inducted into the
International Space Hall of Fame on
Oct. 2, officials of the Hall
announced.
John Young, the commander of
the space orbiter Columbia on its
maiden flight, is among the inductees.
Also scheduled for induction arc:
-James McDivitt, command
pilot of the Gemini IV mission.
-Edward White II, first American to walk in space,
-Charles "Pete" Conrad Jr.,
who logged 1,179 hours 38 minutes
in four space flights.
-Frank Borman, command pilot
ofthe Gemini VII mission, and president of Eastern Airlines.
-James Lovell Jr., first person to
journey twice to the moon.
-David Scott, who with command pilot Neil Armstrong performed the first successful docking
of two vehicles in space.
-Eugene Ccrnan, the second
American to walk in space during
the Gemini IX mission.
-Richard Gordon Jr., pilot of
Gemini XI.
-Edwin Aldrin Jr., who received
the Presidential Medal for Freedom,
for his flight on Apollo 11 in 1969.

S.EA TTLE - Medical detectives Monday reported a unique human virus linked to a rare cancer in
Japan also has infected blacks in the
Southeast, the Caribbean and South
America.
The researchers said the virus
apparently only can be spread by
prolonged, intimate contact and
perhaps by mosquitoes and is not
contagious like the flu. It also
appears something else is required to
enable it to cause cancer,
Scientists reporting at the 13th International Cancer Congress emphasized that only a small percentage of
the population appears infected by
the virus.
Dr. William Blattner of the
National Cancer Institute said the
fact that clusters of infections by an
identical virus, and clusters of these
rare leukemias, have been found
elsewhere in the world is a remarkable development.
In the United States, the first case
of this form of cancer and the related
viral infection was found in a black
person in Alabama. Blattner said
similar cases have since been found
in Georgia and Aorida. Evidence of
the viral infection has not been
found in Caucasians examined.

Student Health Insurance
Important Bulletin:

F IT'S COLOR YOU WANT,

Ten inductees
for hall of fame

Cancer in Japan
spreading to U.S.

* <,ky bf UP
* Jl<lf Ill grl'l'll
Co/c/w,lll'r' M('f)\ World
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·-•-:---------------..,
1When You Want The ·s('Sf' I
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Chabad of New Mexico
the first Russian Jew holding o Doctor of Science degree
and a full professorship to leave the USSR. The 1979
winner of the A. D. Bergman Prize for achievement in
science and technology, one of Israel's highest
awards.
Dr. Branover will speak on
God and Science

Water shortage
in eastern N.M.

"These measures will simplify
the justice system and make it more ALBUQUERQUE- Eastern N.ew
likely that those who commit crimes Mexico faces a severe water shorpay a price,'' Reagan told reporters, tage, even if El Paso, Texas, wins
''The American people want a sys- the right to drill municipal wells in
tem of justice they can understand New Mexico's Rio Grande Basin, a
and they can have confidence in. water resources expert testified
Monday.
And this is our goal as well,"
Reagan described his "Criminal
''My studies conclude that the deJustice Reform Act of 1982" velopable water resources with in
certain to face opposition from civil
New Mexico are not adequate on a
libertarians - as the latest installlong-range
basis to serve the potetial
ment in his effort' 'to make America
future demands of the state," said
a safer place for all our citizens."
Reagan called on Congress to former California state Engineer
give "immediate attention" to his Harvey 0. Banks.
proposals. However, the short time
Testifying for New Mexico in a
left before Congress adjourns make
federal suit which will determine
it unlikely ;my final action can be
whether the state legally can bar the
taken this year.
export of water to EJ Paso, Banks
White House counselor Edwin
said eastern New Mexico faces
Meese acknowledged the proposals
a severe water shortage, even if El
are "clearly controversial," and
Paso loses the suit.
noted they already have been the
He predicted there is little chance
subject of extensive public debate · that New Mexico could make up its
and hearings on Capitol Hill.
projected shortfall through imports.
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Educational Event I

State and local News

He also requested revisions in two
areas shaped by the courts -- proposing allowing use of evidence
obtained illegally and limiting
appeals of state criminal cases to
federal courts.
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1 COLOR PICTURES
I Chroma-Color Labs
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266-0261
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LSAT
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Our Careers, Inc. ('an do <l lot for
tht> imagl' you prest•nt to intervit.>Wl'rs
it1 tlw businPss world ... ilnd it's Frl'l!.

'

Call for <In appointnwnt: ll8J"1600

LSAT • MCAT. GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA· TOEFL

THE SPIRIT OF THE SOUTHWEST SINCE 1860

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

~-H.MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Slieclalists
Since 1938

~or ln~rmalton,

P/easo..Ca/1:

.__ · 265•2524;

Classes Startiog

Tro

order, call 883-3600 or 800-528-7992 toll-free

We welcome The American Express Card.

Goldwaters Coronado Center. Shop Mon. thru Fri. fOam to 9 pm Sat. 70am to 6 pm Sun. 12 noon to 5 pm 6600 Menaul Blvd. NE 883-3600

ENROLL NOW!
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Editorial

DOONESBURY
At.lme

-'-'What is the division between crime and insanity?''
After watching his antiabortion legislation go down the
congressional filibuster trail into
the sunset, Ronald Reagan has
finally introduced a piece of leg·
isl.ation worth thinking about.
Monday, the president asked
Congress to act on a bill which
would make the "insanity" plea
harder to cop.
This legislation, if passed,
would make the insanity plea still
valid for people with the minds
of two-year-aids who commit
crimes, but would force people
who "hear voices" and "just
didn't know what they were
doing" or who were simply
"emotionally moved" to chop
others up to find another way out
of sentencing,
The Criminal Justice Reform
Act of 1982, stress Reagan and
White House counselor Edwin
Meese, is no response to John

Hinckley's acquittal of March 30,
1981. That travesty prompted
fury among an American public
who do not wish to be at the mercy of the John Hinckfeys of the
world. It also started The Jody
Foster Excuse. (Example: "Billie,
why did you stick your sister's
head over the toilet and flush it
repeatedly until she ran to her
mother, screaming?" Billie: "I
did it for Jody Foster.")
But this bill has problems. An
obvious problem is the fact that
Congress will probably adjourn
before any final action can be
taken this year. (Since it takes the
legislative process its entire term
to pass much of anything, if
you're serious about the passage
of your bill, get it in the day Congress first shows up on the hill.)
But also problematic is the fact
that this plea could be used in
shootings only if the defendants

did not know they were firing now prohibits introduction in
guns at other h~;~man beings. court of evidence obtamed ImJust what does this mean? To properly. He now proposes
qualify you have to be a) a defen· allowing prosecutors to use such
dent, b) you fired a gun at some- evidence if the police were acting
one but c) didn't know you fired in the ''reasonable, good-faith
on a human being, Does this belief" they were following the
mean persons who fire at hu- Constitution's search and seimans, mistakenly thinking they zure standards. What is going to
are rodents, or creatures from be proof of belief? Is belief every
the black lagoon, can claim in- ''reasonable?"
sanity? Isn't that a problem of
And Reagan attempts to limit
eyesight, not of mindsight?
Also very open-ended is a federal interference in state crichange in sentencing. Mental ill- min111 cases by barring US court
ness would now become a factor review of matters upheld by
primarily in sentencing. The state ape/late courts and claims
judge could choose between not made before state courts unsending a criminal for hospita- less the opportunity to do so was
denied, This is a noble try at
lization or to prison.
limiting court costs for a taxed
But Reagan proceeds to turn public who knowtheir judges are
judges into psychiatrists when spending an awful Jot of time on
he calls for a major revision of second-time around cases. After
the "exclusionary rule." This rule all, if one judge rules and then

Life

and

Related
Subjects
I am extremely fond of art.
Whenever I have a few spare moments, there's nothing I enjoy
more than hauling out a batch of
art and looking at it. This is probably because I was exposed to so
much art when I was in grade
school. At least once a year, the
teachers would herd us kids into
a bus and take us to a museum
and expose us to thousands of
square yards of old paintings.
We were very impressed, particularly because many of these
paintings featured enormous
naked women, women with
thighs the size offulfy inflated life
tafts, lounging around and eating fruit.
The reason that this theme is
so common in old paintings is
that years ago Europe was terrorized by packs of enormous
naked women. They would
stride into a town, munching on
pears, and threaten to knock

Which brings us to money.
Money is very important to the
art world, because without it we
would have no way to know how
good a particular piece of art is.
For example, let's say that we
want to decide which painting is
better: the Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci, or "Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer"
by Rembrandt (whose first name
was Beauregard, which is why
he never used it). Now let's say
that the list price on the Mona
Lisa is $36 million, whereas the
price on "Aristotle etc." is $12
million. This would tell your experienced art critic that the Mona
Lisa is three times as good,
artwise, as "Aristotle etc." and
nearly 6 million times as good as
those paintings they sell in shopping malls, the ones that feature
children with enormous brown
eyes who are supposed to look
helpless and appealing but
actually look like some sort of
bizarre species of insect.
THE HISTORY OF ART
The first art was created by

primitive people, who made pots
and plates with primitive decorations. They didn't realize this was
art. They thought it was just pots
and plates. Their problem was
that seconds after they made a
pot or plate, an archeologist
would race up and snatch it and
put it in a museum. The primitive
people tried all kinds of schemes
to protect their pots and plates,
including burying them, but the
archeologists would just dig
them up. Finally, with nothing to
cook in or eat from, the primitive
people starved to death and became extinct.
The next big trend in art was

painting, which was invented because wealthy people needed
... ething to put on their walls.
One famous painter, Michelangelo (first name, Buford),
even painted on the ceiling. This
was before the discovery of
acoustical tiles. In those days, everybody painted the same subject, which was Mother and
Child. That was a really popular
item. Occasionally, an artist
would try something different,
such as Mother and Trowel, or
Mother and Labrador Retriever,
but they never sold.
After the Mother and Child
Phase came the Enormous
Naked Women Eating Fruit

I would like" to rebut Janet
Brugge on her editorial about
real women. My comment to
Janet is that real women are not
so insecure with themselves that
they feel a need to write rude
editorials about other women
that they obViously know nothing about.

A BURN,

EJI)RN!
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the sentence can be passed,
what are we saying about how
m~;~ch we respect the authority of
our judges?
The legislation could help, l:>ut
juries and judges are still stuck in
an awful predicament: what is
the division between crime and
insanity? The problem is in the
question. The American system
has chosen to sever Insanity and
criminality in special cases; and
those special cases are growing
every year in interpretation. Insanity, once confused with criminality, has been separated; but
now it has become an excuse for
crime. A rational, sane public is
at the mercy of "insane" criminals. The Criminal Justic Reform
act of 1982 reflects a thinking
public, Better luck next year. MAM

by Garry Trudeau
GOOfJl

NOPJ7H13

OTHeR.
S!Pe!......._
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Phase, which was followed l:>y
the Just Plain Fruit With No
Women of Any Kind Phase and
the Famous Kings and Dukes
Wearing Silly Outfits Phase. All
of these phases were part of the
Sharp and Clear School of painting, which means that even
though the subjects were boring,
they were at least recognizable.
The Sharp and Clear Schoof ended with Vincent Van Gogh, who
invented the Fuzzy But Still Recognizable Schoof and cut off his
ear. This led to the No Longer
Recognizable At All Schoof, and
finally the Sharp and Clear Again
But Mostly Just Rectangles
Schoof, which is popular today,
except at shopping malls.

Letter
Editor:

fffl-

':-PtJFF!" .. BUT
IT's A GOOtJ

toaJE/i!. ..
a/HATARe

another is asked to rule before

Everything you wanted to know about art
down the cathedral if their portraits weren't painted immediately. Eventually they were
driven off by a particularly harsh
winter, but their paintings are
still popular today because they
offer such a good value in terms
of square yards of painting per
dollar.

I

/fJI)I&f< ..

Registration deadline nears

lip~erdee
Announcement¥ In Lip Servia will be run tht day
befon the ~tnt and the drzy of thq event on a sport
avallabfe basis. Lip Service Is available to all nona
profit orguni'~at{ons. Forms-/or Lip St!rvlce can be
picked up in Marron Ho/1, room JJB and must be

dancrns studio or the FJne Ans BuJidfn,J. room B-

409. All arc welcome. More infonnar.ion is available
at243.ro91 or268·l743 or 266-2291.

Tbe Departmenl of Modem aad CJauiW
Lanaualfl and the Latin Amtrkln Institute tor lbe
Vniwenlty of New Mnko arc proud to present
Carlos Fu'ctlles, the intcmallonally known Mexican
novelist, at 1 p.m. tonight In WoodWard Hall,
FUentes, aUthor of uThe Dcalh of Ancmlo Cruz"
Aaon: VNM' Crlsfs Center wJJI hold an open house
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the northwest comer • among other titles, will speak on uspanish Tradition
In Modern Uteraturc.u The lecture will be free and in
of Mesu Vista Halt.
turntd In by2 p.m. the doy prfor to publication.

Today's Events

Englioh.

instead give women an opportunityto broaden theirfriendship
circle. Also, initiation ceremonies are special and meaningful, and do not involve swallowing goldfish, which is considered
"hazing," and therefore is
against National Panheflenic
rules.

Janet is correct in her assumption that sorority women posSororities are not sociological sess social skills, beauty and
crutches to gain popularity, but srniles. Maybe that is be_cause

we are secure and proud that we
can live and learn in the Greek
environment.
Lisa Pfannenstiel
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The Las Lomu Campa• Mtnl.ttrH• presenLs the
11 Lut. Lecture Sedesu featuring Dr. tee Zink who
wm speak bn 11 Ccnfcssions of A High Priest of
Orffii" at 12 noon today in the UNM SUB South
Ba_l_lroorn • Dr. Zink is Assoda!e Professor of
Economics and Director of the lrutilute of Applied
Research Services. The lecture is free and open to ~e
public. Brlngyour lunch!

Solu-The Student

OrJIJliutJon

for

Ladn

American Studh:.s b ha-ving It& first meetlntbrownbag
lunch of the year at 12 noon today at the latin
American lnstlnue, SOJ Yafe NE. on campliS. All
interested stUdents. are. Welcoml!.

Tloe UNM Student Sopport Strvl<eo will oUcr a
variety of activfth:s toda)', ••career Expforadon•• will
be held from 7 p.m. toSI p.m. in the Women's. Center.
"Stress Minagcmentu will be held from 12 nOQn to2
p.m. in the Wonien's Center. 11 The Job Seuch:
Selling·the Product-YauP' will be held from 10 a.tn.
to It a.m.to Mesa Vista HaiJ 2131. 1'Back Exercise
Class" will be held f'rom J2 noon until J p.m. in the·
Student Heallh Center,
The Atnerlcan Home F.toaomkl: Aaiodltloa will
present the ~•Book Coop-But. Sell, Lend•• be,sinning
tOday. More- informaiion is available on the bulletin
botrd ln thel!omeEconomlc:s Building.
'The Alhq•m.~ae Mea A.,lllnlt Ripe lid SHIIm
will present uaapc Is a Men's ls.sue." 1 forum on
rape, sexism and men~s Consciousncss-taliina i.l 1
p.m. tonight at the Ahernativc Community Center.
Girard and Central SE. This eve.ninl's events will
include a fdm, speakers and awareness ac:Uvides. Men
and women are welc:ome. More 1nformatlon i1
availableat871·S423.

Ttlt Sun Daate Club, featUrlna meditative dlncin1
uslns sonp and Chants from major world reiiaion!l,
wlil meet from 1:30 to 9:30 tonight in the main

1be Voter Re&(Stntloa CommJttet is now taking
applications which a·rc available ·in the ASUNM
office. More information is avaJJabte from Joe Lauer
at277·5S28.

The last day to register to vote in
the Nov. 2 general election is Sept.
2).

ASUNM voter registration chair-

Community service fair
to be held tomorrow
Representatives from 25 community service agencies in need of
student volunteers will be on campus to talk with students Wednesday, Sept. 15, said Connie Stanton,
Coordinator of the UNM Community-Campus Student Volunteer
Bureau.
"rt's excellent on-the-job experience for students," Stanton said.
"They can not only trY out different
types of careers, but they are given
the opportunity to get letters of recommendation for their resumes and
make friends."
Stanton said the student volunteer
bureau was organized last year by
United Campus Ministries in an
effort to lighten the burden of recent
budget cuts affecting community
agencies, while providing work ex-

perience for students.
The Volunteer Fair is from I0
a.m. to 3 p.m. on the Mall north of
the Student Union Building.
Notebooks with infonnation and
contacts for the 33 agencies listed
with the bureau are available at the
SUB Information Booth and at United Campus Ministries, 1801 Las
Lomas N.E.
For additional infom1ation, call
UCM at 256-1663.

student population hy registering
large numbers of stuclcmts, '·' Li!UCI'
said.
Voter registration booths will be
in the SUB every week clay from
noon to 2 p.m.
"We register anyone and everyone.'' Lauer said. Whatever the person's pnrty preference Js, we will
register him, he said.
Lauer said the ASUNM Voter
Registration Committee is sponsoring drives in the "student ghetto"
apartments south of Centrul Avenue, in the dormitories, and in the
fraternity and sorority houses.
The committee has registered
approximately 300 students since
the beginning of school, he said.
More committee members arc
needed, and applications can be submitted at the ASUNM office in the
SUB.

A rape awareness forum especially for men will be sponsored by the
Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center and
Freedom University today at 7 p.m.
at the Alternative Community Center, Girard and Central S .E.
Speakers and a film will outline
causes and consequences of rape.
The program will also include presentations on sexism, said Nina
Mackta, community education coordinator at Rape Crisis.
Although the program is designed
as a consciousness-raising exercise
for men, organizers encourage
women to attend too, Mackta said.
The suggested donation for registration is $3.
More information is available
from Men Against Rape and Sexism, 877-5423,

Wednesday's Events
tu C.mpJaas will meet at ·1 p.m. tomorrow fn the
SUD, room231·E, Refreshments·wittbe served.

PUBLIC MEETING

TM Praktenllal Sd1olan 01Jb will have Us first
medlng of the semester at2:00 p.m. tomorrow ln the
Honors Center, West wing of the Humanities
BuUdln.l• They wlll be dlsowsln.l the ele<tlon ot
offlcm and UJ'(Cmlnl evenu.

at ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
For Stale Planning District Ill -Bernalillo, Valencia, Torrance, Cibola,
and Sandoval Counlies

The Gnduate School wJII have an OJ)en house for
ltudents and faculty at 10 a.m. tomorrow in the
Otaduate Student office, the HwnanhJes BuUdlng.
AU undcrlf8dWitCJ with perspectives toward sraduate
work are eueouraaed to auend and famWariie
thOIIl!elves with the proaram. Refreshment. will be
served.

"ThiJ Federal Budget - Implications for State & Local Govts.,
Non-profit Organizations, and Citizens of. New Mexico"

ea.,_

Hilton Inn, Albuquerque, 9 am Friday, September 17, 1982

Tile 1M Lo•u
~irla Will sponsor
"Theology for Lundt" fcaturiq:Catherlne Espinosa,
a retired Sdlool teacher, who win speak on
11 StorytelUq ln the Hlspank: Tradition ot New
Mexk:oti at 12 noon to I p.m; tomorrow In the SUB,
roorn2.SOE.

PURPOSE:

To gather information for stale budgeting, program planning
and possible future legislation.

SPONSOR: NM ~ept, of F.inance & Administration (DFA), at the request
of Gov. Bruce King.

SUB Recreatioa ••d P.E.C Will prtSent '"The
Visitors,u 1 new wave roc:k band, (rom 12 noon to 1
p.m,. tomorrow in the New Melico Ballroom.
Admission ts free. More intormation is available at
277~92or27H506.

Tloe UNM Stl4eot 81~ s...l<e1 will Jponsor
liThe Resume:. Your Life History oil2 PIICS'; rrom2
p.m. w 3 p.m. tomorrow In ·Clreer Services, Mesa
~ Vis~

Hall 2131 and

~·Tm~Tak!ni'

at 10 a.m. to

10:50 a.m. tomorrow in the UniversitY SldUs' Center.

!lfA is holding annual public hearings in the 7 State Planning Districts, on
1mpact of federal budget cuts in New Mexico. Assistins: NM Municipal
League, NM Assn. of Counties It NM Assn. of Regional Councils.

The Last Lecture Series
presents

Dr. Lee Zink

Assoc. Prof., Economics
Director, Institute for Applied Research Services

"CONFESSIONS OF A
HIGH PRIEST OF GREED"
Tuesday, September 14
12 noon
UNM Sub Bailroom (South)
The "Last Lectures" are a series IM Which
promlnenl University facully and staff will be
lalklng as illhay were giving the Last lecture
of !heir life. Bring your lunch'

man Joe Lauer is trying to register as
many UNM students between now
and Sept. 21.
"We can establish clout for the

.
sponsored by
lAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

•
•

•
•

MORNING:
State officials eJCpert in budgeting and economic forecasting. speak briefly.
Loc:al officials comment on (1) experience of local governments and nonprofits with federil budget cuts, and (2) local needs In light of the current
economy.
Private citizens comment, after local officials spealc.
Written statements are welcome.
AFTERNOON:

• Discussion: HUD Community Development Block Grant program; Water
Supply Construction Acl; Ruro~l Development Investment strategy,
For details, call or wrile Kay Marr, Secretary, Dept. of Finance &
Administration, 421 Stale Capitol, Santa Fe, N.M. 87503. {505) 827-2665.
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Sports

Arts
va Club feast and reception

Lobo's fortunes improving
Steve King
The J982 football season has been
great so far for everyone involved
since the Lobos have won their first
two games. Both games were important and different. They were also
typical for Couch Joe Morrison's
teams.
"We've played hard in both
games," Morrison snid, as he sipped iced tea at his weekly press luncheon. The defense has just been
.~upcr, while the offense has been
making steps to catch up.
"The offense has been steadily
improving since the first day of
spring practice," continues the
third-year head coach. "David

Osborn has run the veer as well as we
expected him to at this stage. He's
checked off at the line of scrimmage
very well."
"His percentage isn't as good it
should be bec.ause he had some passes dropped." Morrison also felt
that the t;~ckling has been good. Punter Bobby Ferguson and cornerback
Nick Johnson made touchdown saving tackles in the Texas Tech game.
The punt team was victimized for
long returns Saturday. "I wouldn't
trade Bobby for anything,'' Morrison says. "He has punted the ball
well, but the coverage has been
poor.'' Two punt returns by the Red

for Tukak Theatre
and other
Native American student organizations*

Raiders looked like sure touchdowns.
Nevada-Las Vegas is the next'
opponent for the 2-0 Lobos, and
they have caused major problems for
the Pack in the past. The Rebels demolishe(j the Lobos 72-7 in 1980
here in Albuquerque and fought off
UNM 49-42 last year in the Silver
Bowl.
''They will probably be the fastest
team that we'll play all year.
They've had some long runs against
us in the past, but we'll see what
happens this time,'' noted Morrison. The Rebels have had two weeks
to prepare for UNM since their loss
to BYU.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17, 4:00p.m.
Native American
Studies Center
1812 Las lomas Dr., N.E.
Volunteers Needed
Contact:
Fern Detsoi & Denise Becenti
277-3917
*TV-I, U. of A., S.I.P.I .

.. ·· ... '···.
ALMA

Jazz popular in Albuquerque·
Karen Petersen

Ull" CRISIS CENTER

O~ENHOUSE

Phil Glass

HEADER by Lobo Kent Fry helped the soccer club score a 10-0
victory Saturday over Western State .College.

Come and get acquainted with us.

Lobos dump WSC

Tuesday, September 14
9am-5pm

Dan O'Shea

N.W. Corner of

Mesa Vista Hall

.
.
Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

Striker Mario Picazo scored four
goals, while Scott Holman and Arto
Harjunpaa scored three apiece as the
UNM men's soccer club romped to a
I 0-0 victory over Western State College of Gunnison, Colo. in their season opener Saturday at muddy Johnson Field.
,
"We were just too sharp and
aggressive," said Coach Craig
!iii Robertson. ''The starting team played very well," he added, saying
they were much-improved over last
year.
"Last year our players really
didn't know what they were doing,"
Robertson said about the 3-3-4 system the team was learning. It used
three fullbacks, three midfielders
and four forwards and is a less
S aggressive style. Against WSC, the
Lobos used a 4-2-4 system to add
more attacking.
Player-Coach Jon Allen of WSC
said, ''We were not aware how
aggressive the game would be." It
was the first game for Western
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If you think you have problems with the above,.you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757
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ASUNM Speakers Committee
Raza U nida Estudiantil
presents

Lupe (Guadalupe) Sanchez
Pa·esident, Arizona Farmworkers

Thursday - Sept. 16
UNM Kiva Auditorium

State's newly formed men's team
which plays in the Club Division of
the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Soccer League.
''It was a learning experience and
it gave us a chance to find out what
our weaknesses arc," Allen said.
UNM was so aggressive that
Western State had only four scoring
attempts in the first half and took
their first shot on goal about 15 minutes into the game. Harjunpaa
scored the first goal on a penalty
kick. Holman made it 2-0 on a rush
down the left sideline, and Picazo
scored the third goal on a pass from
Holman about 20 minutes into the
contest. Picazo and Holman each
added goals before the first half ended. The Lobos added five more
goals in the second half. Picazo
scored twice, Holman once and Harjunpaa scored the last two goals of
the game.
UNM will play the University of
British Columbia next weekend in a
tournament including Northwest
Nazarene and Brigham Young Uni·
vesity at Provo, Utah.

Volleyballers nab fourth
in Roadrunner tourney
UNM's women volleyball team,playing without left side hitter
Shannon Vcssup, finished fourth out
of ten teams in the Road Runner
Invitational tournament held here
this weekend,
Ten teams participated in the
tournament with Arizona State
finishing in first, New Mexico State
in second, Arizona University third,
and UNM fourth.
"We played pretty well," head
coach Mike Hebert said.
In the first round UNM lost to
Arizona 2-1 then went on to beat

UTEP, Houston ,and Colorado
State. In the semi finals UNM lost to
NMSU and Arizona.
Vessup is expected to be lost to
the team for a month to six weeks.
The Lobo volleyballers continue
play this weekend in the San Diego
State Invitational where they face
number one ranked USC and number ten ranked Cal Poly.
"We'll be in pretty heavy wa·
ters," Hebert said, "We'll be very
fortunate if we get to the semifinals."

$1.00 Student $2.00 General

Mexico & U.S.

VFY meeting to be held

What's going on in Mexico?
What's happening to undocumented workers here?
And what's

fl1e

AFW doing about it?

Support your ASVNM Speakers Committee

Aitention Athletes:
NCAA. UNM Volunteers for
Youth is holding its Introductory
Meeting Tuesday, Sept. 14 at 7
p.m., in Hokona Hall Lounge. Any
male or female athletes interested in

ahigh
one to one friendship with a junior
school aged youth who could
really use an older companion.
For more infonnation call Steve
or Pete at 884-1789, or Sandi at8848878.

''There are more opportunities for
local jazz musicians in Albuquerque
than there are in Los Angeles," said
Alma guitarist Dan Dowling between sets at Danbi's last Wednesday. Alma celebrates its fourth
anniversary this Halloween, and
most of its members have been part
of the New Mexico music world for
the last decade. Dowling, a New
Mexican who spent part of the '70s
in L. A. studying guitar, said that
there has been a real boom in jazz in
the last few months - partly because jazz is nationally popular as an
alternative to rock and roll.
Albuquerque audiences are great,
agreed the band. ''Amazingly tolerant," they joked, and added that
they note many new faces with the
flurry of interest in jazz here.
Alma plays "every kind of jazz
from theJ920'son" and a typical set
might include such classics as Gershwin's "Summertime," (but not
always in the traditional stylevocalist Joan Griffin did a scat version last Wednesday) or "Body and
Soul" as well as some of the band's
own compostions, like Dowling's
"Sunburn Samba." Most of the current Alma members were part of
Cadillac Bob, an rythym and blues.

band, and Griffin noted that blues
had a large following in Albuquerque.
She aoded that the life of a jazz
musician was difficult, particularly
the "feast or famine" aspect of it.
Dowling said that the current jazz
boom was "great- it means work
for us." In the past, the band has
sometimes been without dates for
two of months at a stretch. Some of
the band members hold other jobs,
but that makes travel difficult,
As a woman musician, Griffin felt
that "you have to prove yourself
over and over, there's no resting on
your laurels." She thought that
Albuquerque was a good place to
work and expand, and that ''you
have a chance to refine your craft
here." But she and the other Alma
members agreed that New Mexico
lacked a "true jazz establishment"
where musicians could learn from
and inspired by each other.
Although they do occasionally sit
in with other bands performing
around Albuquerque, the whole
group regretted that there was really
no place to improvise with other
musicians, no occasion when they
could just sit in with other musicians, or play with the name acts that

come to New Mexico. The Mirror
Lounge used to fill this gap, but it's
gone and nothing has replaced it.
Dowling commented that he
didn't expect the current Albuquerqueexplosion of interest in jazz
to last, but that he did expect the
widening audience, and the expansion of awareness in jazz, to continue.
All but two of Alma's musicians
are New Mexicans. Joan Griffin
came to New Mexico from New
Jersey in 1972, and her husband
John, the group's bass player, came
from Maryland. The band seems
committed to the local jazz .effort.
Just back from the Telluride Jazz
Festival last month, Griffin hoped
that the festival would "pick up
again." Alma always performs at
the Madrid Jazz Festivals, and recently recorded an album live at the
Wooden Horse. Although it was
pressed in. L. A., the record was
engineered here by Baird Bonner's
Pudgit Sound. II was produced by
Polecat Records, another local venture consisting of Alma members,
who happily report that the album as
sold almost half the pressing, The
band plans to cut an album in Bonner's Cerillos studio soon.

ASA (;allery features combo of
music, poetry, sculpture, drawing
ings, and heard in Scott Jones' modern classical compositons.
In the Oriental art of swordsBrashear's piece is a natural fiber
manship, it is known that a blade constructon which hangs from the
sharpened with a feather reaches its ceiling of the gallery's smaller room
ultimate keeness. This is the effect and extends to the floor, meeting
of Concinnity- A Harmony of and intermixed with a clustering of
Parts, the show opening this week at rocks. The piece is surrounded by
the ASA Gallery.
large calligraphed haiku.
The show will be exhibited at the
Haiku are also mounted on pedesgallery through Sept. 24, and will tals in the main gallery surrounded
feature a perfonnance this Friday at by the abstracted natural images of
7:30 p.m. following a reception to Baker's drawings,
which the public is inv.ited.
The delicate austerity of the drawThis show is a well-balanced ings and the cleaness of the exhibit
blend of the work of four UNM
artists, incorporating the idea of incongruous harmony in the separate
media of music, poetry, sculpture
Fans of Rudolfo Anaya will recand drawing.
ognize some old friends and make
Leslie Donovan wrote the poetry some new ones in the characters and
for Concinnity, a series of haiku ideas of his latest book, a collection
partly true to the Oriental tradition, of short stories titled "The Silence
partly, and distinctively, modem in of the LLano."
their images and in the usc of Jan·
The book, published by Totiatiuhguage.
Quinto Sol International of Bet·
It is the idea of the haiku -ex- kcley, Calif., is the fifth for the
pansiveness achieved through strict Anaya.
The 10 stories arc set in Mexico
control - which is the basis for this
show. That clement is seen in the and the Southwest, including the llasculpture piece by Anita Hudlin no, the high plains of north-central
Brashear and in Babette Baker's New Mexico where Anaya grew up.
graphite and colored pencil draw- The ~tories present comedy. tragedy
Gayle M. Krueger

provide an appropriate atmosphere
for Jones' music. The flute, guitar,
violin and voice compositions,
however, are not background for the
visual elements, but distinctive and
cohesive parts of the whole.
The impact of Concinnity- A
Harmony of Parts is in the gentle
interaction of organic visual and audial elements. Jt is a show which
must be seen and heard, and which
offers a soothing, though razorsharp, alternative to the more fragmented edges of contemporary art,

Anaya publishes another
and social comment, as well as the
mysticism and evocation of childhood that have won thousands of
fans for Anaya.
One of the stories suggests a new
angle on the New Mexican folk tale
of La Llorona. Another brings a
boy's erotic fantasy into reality. The
title story is a wrenching account of a
man who nearly loses his soul to
grief amid the silence of the llano.
Anaya, an assistant professor of
English at UNM. is on sabbatical
leave this semester.

Did You Know?
Medical costs are the fastest rising clement of the
consumer price index?*
•The Source Book of Ucnllh Insurance Datu,

It Could Happen To You
Actual UNM Case Studies
Tot.il ('()~1

·Knee lnjurr

Broken Thnmh
Brok~n l'ln,;er

without
InsuroiiiC.'(.'

H<.•J.t•!lur Jl]"n
P;,ly"'

lli):h ll!•ntfll
l•l;m Po1~-...

$392H.l0

$2(Ki4.7H

S.120H•~

t341:77
];;fi3.11

7.!)(),;37
(i6!J.0/)

]Zl;.'l.-12
H30..1H

Enroll Now at:
Office, Scholes Ball
(until Sept. 10) (Regular plan only)
Student Health Center
(the Keystone representative will be available 1-3pm M-W-F
Ca.~hiers

\ You may mail your application and pay111cnt to your local agent at the address below~

Pati Matthews

Keystone Life
2625 Pennsylvania NE, Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
884-6827

ASUNM Film Committee
presents

Today's Feature

Pumping Iron
7:00, 9:00

Tomorrow's Feature

Reefer Madness/
Coke Fiends
1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30

SUB Theatre
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Under-Graduates $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50
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Menaul NE.
9/24
HOUSE MANAGER RONALD McDonald House.
Mature adult with nome management experience,
office skills anti public relations abil!!les. Salary plus
two bedroom apartment. Send resume to 4809 Hilton
NE, Alb. 87tto'.
9/14
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT research needs
another work study qualified transcriber. Must be
able to work fall/ spring semesters. Pick up an appllcnlion at 1920 Lomas.
9/14
LOOKING FOR A job with perfect hours? Let us
train you to be a professional Bartender, Inter·
national Academy of Bartending 5600-B McLeod
NE. Phone 243-9358 24 hrs. Hurry classes forming
now!.
9/17

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline in 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

7. Travel
.:.:A::.DVER.:.=:.:.TI:.:.s.::E..:.:.v..:.:.ou..:.:."..:.:."..:.:.I_D_E_in_th_eD_al_;ly:..L_o_bo_,_l_fn

8. Miscellaneous

1. Personals

4. Housing

2. Lost & Found

MASTERCARD
VISA

CLAIM YOUR t.OST possessions at Campus Pollc~
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
REWARD. LOST BRACELET on grass north of
Zimmerman Library. 256-125$.
9/14
LOST: CIGARETTE LIGIITER with name, skull
You con iecelve either credit cord eosUy1
and crossbones. Great sentimental value, reward. Ray
Fees and small savings account required
266·6479, 243-4018.
9/14
rnr!:~~~: ~~~~,:,t~r~e•
t'OUND, Sill ALL WIIITE shaggy female dog on
3131 Candelario NE Suite 102
bike path between University Ave and Nonh Oolf .__ _ _ _ _A_fbuq....;._N_M_e_7t_rn_ _ _ _ _--A
Course. Call Jill, 277·6414 weckdays8-4.
9/16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-----------:----,

3. Services

I
II
1

/ ..-l/illl.~\

.. ·-~iiiill~r«Dr
,.-:): :·.. •

I
1I

WINDSURFER CERTIFIED LFSSONS !rom
\~· ~~71_{
~
Windsurfer Cenlfied Instructors, Equipment
~
CITY
,
provided. 26s-604s.
9/17 1
2 Slices Of Cheese Pizza
1
1
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and I
& A La
Soft Drink
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S,E.
rge
I
26s-3m.
tfn
$1.65
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
with coupon today 9/14
Klnko/Pronto: TLC at no extra charge. We will edit. L1l~
!,~~~;!I ~~·!..•
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
-. ~-· _
Hall.
!~!' "'
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years experience. Jllhn Mitchell268-0496.
9/21
PROFESSIONAl. TYPING BY English MAl editor, ,
Vast ellpcricnce with dissertations, papers, Editing
available. Ncar Campus. 256-0916.
9/17
GUITAR INSTRUCTION, CLASSICAL, other
styles. Call Rob, 867-j 158.
9/16
CONSERSATIONAL SPANISH, FRENCH;
Ponugese, Italian, German, hllorlng student
discount2934065.
9/17
UNCONTESno
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS. Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 2.99·1355,
12/13
DIVORCE: $75
COURT ( OST AOIJITl0'-1.\1
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS 75 cents, Resumes, 299·
NO <HARCE OR OHli(-.A liON
8970.
9/30
FOR INITIAL CONSULTAtiON
SllARETIME SECRETARIAL I'ROFFSSIONAL
Wl..,trrn H,lnk llldg./Nl·l&tl!
typing. 881·3067.
9/11
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS, Sertse of humor. Some
genius. 24t·309.l.
9130
TYPERIGIIT·PROFESSIONAL TYPING service.
265-5203.
9/16'
GUITAR LESSONS: BEGINNING: nil styles, intermediate, country, folk, rock. Advanced:
namenco, lend. Call Scott during day 266-8479. 9/17
TREE tRIMMING SERVICE & removal call 13111<
Makets of Handmade
266-4425,255-4586.
9124
..•
Indian Jewelry
TYPING DONE FAST accurate, rellllonable, i0/8
294· .__ _ _ _ _
OLD
312:7.
_ _TOWN
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

•..;{ . :

,

li!!Y!!!!

---;:=========:::::;---

C::overed

...,.agon

The ASUNM/GSA
Child Care Co-op
needs a house for ~ temporary licensed day-care faCti•
ity near campus. For details
call Maggie Wiles at 2775934 or Bonnie Dodge at
277-3365.

NEED CREDIT? INFORMATION on receiving
Visa, Mastercard, with no credit check. Other cards
available. Free brochure call Personal Credit Service:
(602) 946-6203 Ext, 1036,
9/14
SEPTEMBER SALE: 10% OFF bool;s at Rainbow .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Come• to our olficl', Maron 1/a/1 Room 13/ ron Redondo Dr. l1ctween the
journalism allll biolog\' buildings) any time.fi·om R:00 a.m. to 5 :OO,p .m. Monday
through f·riday or mail it to l!NM Bo.\ 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

PIIOFE~SIONAI,
TYPING:
RESUMES
l~anuscnpts, term papers, also Certified English
1 eacher, 296.1794.
9/17
MAitY·IIOW AIIOUT mnl:ins some more LASt:n TIJEIIAPY SEE Friday's LOBO.
9116
memorics·Nick.
9/14
IJIIJ YOU KNOW thut Impact Laser An Prints sold
in the SUU nrc nffillutcU with the Unlfkation Church
otherwise known as the MOONJES.
9/14
HOUSE FOR SALE Valley Comforts 7 mlns. from
ATTENTION Mil, 1111.1.: Good Oomnment misses
UNM 1600sq.ft, 3 bdrm. I bath, FF and basement.
soothe~. l.ovc Durling.
9/17
$60's assumable loan and negotiable terms. 344-6218
lllltTIIDAY, .lllltTHOAY HOPE It was u happy weekends, 1·327·6403 weekdays,
9/20
21st for you Murty.
9/14
un; CHEAPER NOW· sell on graduation, 2 bdr.
KAI'l'A SIGMA liAS the very best fall rush class. House w/triplcx, lowdown, no qualifying 881·9004.
Wekomc Mike 1.., John, Steve, Oscar, James, Jeff,
9/20
Tim, lvt>r, Dave, Minton, Mike K., nnd Victor. Right
t·on LEASf; 67S sq. ft. office space across from
on I All others cat quiche!.
9114
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings
"HIIST Sf:A I." IS b~tck and is as uwwwwcsome us 881·3974.
tfn
cvcrll!.
9/14
TilE CITADEI,..SUPERB location near UNM and
IIEY HONZ, YOU knucklehead. I told you real downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
women wear leather teddies. Your not so weird tr!end or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
(hip.
9/14 kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
I'Rf:GNANCY TF.<;l'ING & counseling. !'hone 247· room, swimming pool, TV roorn and laundry, Adult
9819.
tfn couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
l'1'1'0WN IJOWNTOWN AJ.r,. Around It's t'OH RENT: EFFICU:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard
"Cros1town" Jive.
9115 N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo, for 2
('ON'J'Al'I'S·I'OLISJIIN(j, SOl;UTIONS Casey persons, all utilities paid, S125 security deposit. Fully
Optkal Company on 1 omn; just west ofWnshington. furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
tfn children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
DANIEl. IIOON•: & CIIARU:S Ervin from J.J.
Mored hnve opened n small ~hop nt 1914 llrondwny l BIJRM FURNISIIED npnnrnent to share with
N.E. hpert bicycle & moped rcpair&used bicycles. 2 roommate. $115.00/mo, Marchcllo 268-6132. 9/14
rn1. !rom campus. Two wheel drive, 243·8443. 9/16 YOU'RE ARTISTIC? LARGE storefront available.
WE IIOT DISTJtiDl!TORS. Prescription eyeglass Can function as studio/housing. SI7S plus utilities,
9/14
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold 24).3447.
rimless. SS4.30 (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians, FOR SAI.E IN the UNM nrea·l know them all, in·
5007 Menaul N.E., across from Lallclles.
tfn eluding an Inexpensive townhouse with low Interest
I'ASSPORT PHOTOS. LOWEST prices! Pleasant llllsumable loan. Cilll the university area specialist,
plcturcsl 123 Wellesley SE comer Silver. Please call Susan Beard, 256·3814, Walker·Hinkle Realty 2689115
fim. 265·1323.
tfn 4SSI.
IJIVORc•: ANIJ PERSONAL Growth Seminar l·BDH FURNISHED apartment for rent. Walking
begins Sept. 21 7:30·9:30pm for two Tuesdays. Call diMance to UNM and TVI $215 Including utilities.
9/15
298-8034: 266-3421.
9/20 Call888·3603 evenings & weekends.
AC<.1JRATE INFORMATION ABOUT con· IIOUSEMATE NONSMOKER. BRIGHT spacious,
traceptlon, stcrilllJltion, abortion. Right To Choose, ncar Moon/Menaul. $135 plus V. uti!. 843·72:79.
9115
294·0171.
tfn (leave mesSIIge),
•'AT IS A Feminist hsue. Groups forming now. Cnll CHEERFUL, FURNISIIED lBDRM, LR w/FP,
281·1195
9/24 bath, garage, shared kitchen $165/mo. Includes
VOLUNTEER FAIR WEDNFSDAY S(ptember 15th utilities. Serious student desired 884-4876 evenings.
9/14
J0:30nm to 3:30pm. SUD mall. Talk to agency
representative about volunteer service opportunities AVAlt.ABLE NOW7 MODERN 2 story townhouse
opt: all elec~. kitchen, off street parking; new carpets,
otcall256-t663.
9/IS
ESSAYS TO WRITE? Steve's esSIIy service can solve paint. $275/mo. Plus utilities, $150 Deposit. 3911
9/17
your problems. 242·7143.
9/17 Silver S.E. 293·5602.
EFFICIENCY APT, 1115 Girard NE. Furnished,
utilities paid, private. $195/mo plus $50 deposit. For
Appointment call 265·4738.
9/17

guarantee, C~ll The Last Match 884-9142.
9120
OPEN· HOUSJ';.AGOIIA: UNM crisis center
Tuesday, Sept. 14 from 9:()()..5:00. Come meet us in
the N.W, corner of Mesa Vista Hall.
9/14
DANCE IN THE Subway station Friday, Sept, 17th,
featuring "The VIsitors", and Saturday, Sept. 18th
featuring "Fame", 9:00pm-12:30arn. Admission
$2,()()..UNM, U of A, & TV1 students W/1,0,, $3,()()..
general public, Northwest lower level, New Mexico
Union.
9/17

Place, your Heights Oasis. 555 Wyoming N.E., 255- -.:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
5222.
9115 1
BALLOONS! BALLOONS! GIVE that someone
special a "Big Lift". Helium .llalloon Bouquets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Anniversaries, Oet well, New
Baby, or just because "!love you". 298·5411. 10/1 :

9. Las N oticlas
5. ForSale
LEFT HANDED FENDER precision bass with case.
Sunburst with metallic pick guard $400.00 OBO
Adam, 888-3173,
9/20
REO SPEEDWAGON TICKETS $22,00. Call 292·
8843 and leave message. All calls will be returned.
9120
1977 KAWASAKI 400CC Mint condition. JAWA
moped. 49cc new. 243.0105.
9/20
1978 KZ.400 SEE to appreciate. 345·9121,
9/14
1950 HARLEY DAVIDSON, excellent running
conditon, elltrn pal1s, 263·2586 after 6pm weekdays,
all day weekends,
9/20
TEN·SPEED MOTOBECA.NE nomade man's 23·
inch. SIOO/offer, 255·1105.
9120
1969 VOLVO 4-DOOR 100,000 miles, 51,200 or
make offer. 268·6232.
9/14
1967 LAND ItOVER 109", 4 cyl. 50,000 miles,
$3 1500 or make offer. 268·6232.
9114
AKC ll WEEK female Airedale. Price negotiable,
reasonable. 266·8210.
9/16
KIIACO AUTO AM/FM stereo casseue player,
(new). $45.00. 294·5478.
9/17
MOTORCYCLE BATIERIFS. EXCELU:NT
prices. 25221st NW. 277·3656.
10/8
YAMAIIA XS400 1977, extras, excellent condition,
$750,247-8273.
9111
COMPUTER STUDENlSI fiA VE your own CRT
and MODEM. Fall special 5714.63 plus tu. Reg
$923.00 Caii243·4S66,
9/17

CRUISE SHIP JOBS I All occupations. Oreal Income
potential. For In formation call 602·998-0426 Dept.
0924 Phone call refundable.
9/14
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 yellrs old, Apply In person, no phone calls please.
Savewav Llau9r Stnr<s at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516

SAVE AT ELEK·TEK
ON CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

••••

••••,.••

HANDHELD
COMPUTERS BY
PC•1500 POCKET COMPUTER. . . . .
.
CE-1!10 CaiOt" pl'lntor we cassette >ntl!f'face.
4K Memory
SK Memory
PC·1211 POCKET COMPUTER ..

1
1
HP-411 CALCULATOR AND ENHANCEMENTS

HP·41C .••• , .•• , •• ,189
HP·41CV ••.• ,,., ••• 239
Opticel Wend ••• , ••••. 95
Cerd Reader .•••••••• 185
Printer [82143A] •••• 285

---------

-------------

S'j1n~'reo'Pl!l'~~~~~~ ~.u~.... f~~ ~~~~~

Oued Mod., •• , ••••••• , ••• , •••• 75
Ext, Funct. Mod .••. , ••••.•••••• 60
E•t. Mem. Mod •.• , , ••.••••••••• 60
Timer Mod • , •••••••••••••••••• 60

CALL TOLL FREE B00-621-1269
EXCEPT llltno1s, Alaska, Hawau

..

r~~~~~~

1 ~1ilN•"·
~t~ ~\11w•:.~•·
4~
265-7777

ARMY-NAVY GOODS

-504 YALE SE

. . . ,.,
.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

1 Do You Have Asthma?
~ We have several studies starting soon that may be of benefit to you. ~
:1.1111

You will be reimbursed for your time. Please call Marlene at UNMH, ~

~ 843-2111, extension 2613.

filii

~·~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...,"'lllll':j

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6. Employment

Tl·!l
ff·SIC
51:51lib .......
TUtC-10DC
TI-PROG
TI·M8A

MEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Notlclas,
tfn
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT· 13 sensational sandwiches, burritos (Albuquerque's biggest & best),
salads, fresh fruit, chemical free meats. Lunch &
Dinner specials daily." The real food specialists",
Morning Glory cafe, 2933 Monte VIsta NE 268·7040,
9/2()
BREAKFAST SPECIAl... 2 eggs, 2 sausage patties,
toast & homefries $2.50, free green chili. Morning
Glory Cafe, 2933 Monte VIsta NE 268·7040 ''The real
food specialists".
9/20
BOOK CO·OP •·oR Home Economics majors,
minors, Buy, sell, borrow. More information on
bulletin board in Home Economics Building.
9/14
SKYDIVING CLUB MEETING Wed. Sept. IS,
UNM SUD, room 253, movies, training, and new
members.
9/15
STOP SMOKING WITHOUT climbing the walls.
Stan Mondav-be a non·smoker Friday, Money back

ACROSS
1 Lantern
5 Healing sign
9 Outline
14 Armadillo
15 Voice
16 Frightening
17 Motherhood
19 Skimpy
20 Musical note
21 Stroblles:
2words
23 Beach
25 Grain deity
26 Celebrity
28 Lack of pep
32 Iron pyrite:
2words
37 Bind
38 Planet
39 Abrupt
41 Printer's 42 Layers
45 Strong ones
48 Dog
50 Take shape
51 US President
54 Figures of
speech
58 Shrew
62 Quaver
63 Stand ready

64 Hardware
Item:
2words
66Chlllcon67 Melody
68 S. African
town
69 Joints
70 Dissolve
71 Hills

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Young
animals
2 Severed
3Aima4 Succeed
5 Diego or
Jose
6 Fastener
7 House area
8 Irish river
9 Lowering
10 Siesta taker
11 Irish islands
12 Fervor
13 Mounds
18 Cleaves
22 Time
24 Huskies
27 Plenty
29 Alaska

glacier
30 Ain't's kin
311nvites
32 Dandles
33 Heraldic
band
34 Mortuary
notice
35 Allow
36 Dispense
40 Connive
43 Fabric
44 Calms
46 Value

47 Lover
49 Remnant
52 "Call Me
53 Rhoncus
55 Piebald
56 English
composer
57 luges
58 Fastener
59 Welsh name
60 Unique
61 Labor
65 Vermin

